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Introduction 

Fix a prime p and a positive integer d. Suppose that k=k 0 ck 1 

C · · · is a tower of number fields and that kn is Galois over k with Galois 
group a product of d copies of Z/pn. Let L be the union of the kn; it is 
a "Z~-extension of k". We denote the exponent to which p appears in 
the class number of kn by en(L/k), or more briefly by en. 

When d=l we have lwasawa's celebrated formula: en=µPn+}.n 
+).), n)>O, whereµ and}. are integers attached to the Iwasawa module of 
L/k. Suppose that d>I. Then in place of the Iwasawa module we have 
the Greenberg-lwasawa module, X, a finitely generated torsion module 
over A=ZP[X 1, • • ·, Xd], and progress towards proving analogues of 
Iwasawa's formula has been made by studying such modules. (See for 
example [l], [2], [3], [4]). The analysis started with [2], in which Cuoco 
treated the case d = 2, attaching integers m0 and /0 to X and showing that 
en =m 0p 2n +l 0npn + O(pn). This result was generalized to arbitrary din 
[1]. In that paper integers m 0 =mo(F) and l0 =lo(F) were attached to a 
non-zero Fe A as follows. Let A=A/pA and Ebe the closed multiplica
tive subgroup of A generated by the 1 +xj; it is a free rank d ZP-module. 
Write F = p 8 G where the image, G, of G in A is non-zero and write G as 
the product of irreducible Gi. Then mo(F)=s and /o(F) is the number of 
indices i for which (Gi) is the image of (X1) under an automorphism of A 
transforming E to itself. The fundamental Theorem I of [1] states 
the following. Let Fe A be the "characteristic power series" of the 
Greenberg-Iwasawa A-module, X, attached to L/k; set m0 =m 0(F) and 
l0 =lo(F). Then en(L/k)=(m 0pn+f 0n+O(l))pCd-l)n_ 

Our goal in this paper is to refine the above Theorem I by proving 
that en=(m 0pn+f 0n+a*)p<a-i)n+O(np<d- 2ln) for some real a*. There is 
no easy description of a* and in particular we do not know if it is always 
rational. We shall show however that it is rational if either d=2 or if X 
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contains no pseudo-null submodule other than (0). 

Remark. Our refinement gives an almost complete answer to the 
question of the growth of en when d = 2. For if m0, 10 and a* are not all 
zero we have the excellent estimate en= m0p2n+l 0npn+a*pn+o(n). 
Suppose on the other hand that m0 = 10 =a*= 0. Then it follows easily 
from [6] that Xis finite over ZP. (en(L/k)= O(n); consequently the p-rank 
of the ideal class group of kn is O(n) and Theorem 1.9 of [6] tells us that 
X/pX is a finite group). We conclude from Theorem II of [1] that en is 
an eventually linear function of n in this case. 

We now give an outline of the paper. Until the very end we are 
concerned only with A-modules and eschew all number theory. Through
out, A=ZP[Xi, · · ·, Xa] and EcA is the closed multiplicative group 
generated by the 1 +X 1- it is a free rank d ZP-module. In section 1 we 
fix an integer r >0 and a finite subset S of E -EP, and use r and S to 
define a sequence of ideals, Jn, of A. Fix a finitely generated A-module 
M such that the. M/JnM are finite groups and denote the length of 
Tort(M, A/Jn) by l,,n· We show that the Serre intersection number 
En(M)=I(-1)'1,,n of Mand A/Jn may be expressed as an "Iwasawa 
sum" attached to the characteristic power series, F, of M. Such sums 
have been evaluated in [5], but for the convenience of the reader we 
calculate these sums by a simpler method. Our conclusion is that En(M) 
=(m 0pn+l 0n+J.1*)p<<1-tin+O(np<a-zJn), where m0=mo(F), 10=lo(F) and J.1* 

is rational. 
In section 2 we bound the horizontal growth of the Torf(M, A/Jn) 

for a fixed i> I. Let r,,n be the minimal number of generators of this 
finitely generated ZP-module. We show that for each i>2 the estimate 
r,,n=O(p<a-ZJn) holds. Furthermore if M* denotes the largest submodule 
of M annihilated both by a power of p and by some h $ (p) then 
r1,n(M/M*)=O(p<a-zJn). We combine these bounds with bounds for the 
vertical growth of the Torf(M, A/Jn) and conclude that l(M/JnM), the 
length of M/JnM, is equal to. En(M)+l(M*/JnM*)+O(np<tt-zJn). The 
deep results of [3] and [4] allow us to estimate l(M*/JnM*), and we wind 
up with a good estimate for l(M/JnM). 

In section 3 we consider a related but more complicated problem. 
To each <1 e S we attach a A-submodule Ma of M, and we use the Ma to 
construct a sequence of submodules A~ of M. Then G,.. = M/ A~ is finite 
over ZP; we denote its ZP-rank by r(Gn) and the length of its torsion 
subgroup by e(Gn). Assuming that r(Gn) does not grow too rapidly with 
n we obtain (with an error term that is O(np<<1-2Jn)) an expression for 
e( G n) as a sum of three contributions.. The first contribution is an 
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lwasawa sum attached to F, the second is connected to M*, and the 
third is a fixed integer multiple of p<d-1>n. The results of sections 1 and 2 
then tell us that e(Gn)=(m 0pn+t 0n+a*)p<d-t>n+O(np<d-2>n) for some real 
a*. We conclude the paper by using the methods of [1] to deduce from 
this algebraic result a corresponding result for the growth of en(L/k). 

To summarize, Theorem I of [1] was based on the crude estimate 
e(Gn) = (Iwasawa sum)+O(p<<t-1>n). Our homological argument, ex
pressing e(Gn) as the sum of three contributions, together with the estimate 
for the M*-contribution coming from [3] and [4] is what underlies the 
improvements of this paper. 

§ 1. Calculation of EnCM) via Iwasawa sums 

Unless otherwise indicated d is an integer > 0, A is the d-variable 
power series ring over the p-adic integers and Eis the closed multiplicative 
subgroup of A generated by the 1 +xr E is a free rank d ZP-module 
and we write the action of ZP on E exponentially. We fix an integer 
r>O and a finite subset S of E-EP. 

Definition 1.1. In is the ideal of A generated by the a-1, a e EP". 
(Or alternatively by the (l+X 1)P"-l). For n>r, Jn is the ideal of A 
generated by In together with the (aP" -1)/(aP' -1), a e S. 

Remark. Whend=0,Jn=(0). Whend=l,seta=l+X 1• ThenJn 
is principal, generated by aP" -1 when Sis empty and by (aP" -1)/(aP' -1) 
otherwise. When d> 1 the situation is more complicated. Jn need not 
be generated by a regular sequence and A/Jn may have p-torsion. 

Definition 1.2 Wis the group of p th -power roots of unity in a fixed 
algebraic closure of QP. 

Definition 1.3. If e is in W with eP' = 1 and a= fl (1 + X,) 1' is an 
element of S then T,,. is the subset of Wd consisting of all C = (Ci, · · ·, C<t) 
with TICi'=e. SetX=U •.• r ... and U=Wd-X. 

Definition 1.4. Rn is the discrete valuation ring obtained from ZP 
by adjoining the e in W with eP" = 1. If C e Wd with CP" = 1 then Q, is 
the prime ideal of R,.[X1, • • ·, X<t] generated by the X,-(C,-1). 

Remark. If C is as above then each C1-1 is in the maximal ideal of 
R,.. So it makes sense to speak of F(C-l)=F(C 1-l, · · ·, C<t-1). Note 
that Q, is the kernel of the evaluation homomorphism F-. F(C-1 ). 

We shall frequently abuse language by writing In and Jn for the 
ideals generated by, In and Jn in Rn[X 1, • • ·, Xd]. 
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Lemma 1.5. In Rn[X 1, • • ·, Xc1], In is the intersection of the ideals 
Q,, {; E wc1, (;P"= 1, 

Proof Consider the map Rn[X 1, • • ·, Xc1]/In-+ TI,(Rn[X1, • • ·, Xc1] 
/Q,). Using the fact that the image of Til(l+Xt)P"-l)/Xt-(Ct-l)) is 
nonzero in precisely one factor we find that the cokemel is annihilated by 
apowerofp. Since Rn[X 1, ···,Xc1]/In can be generated as Rn-module 
by pa" elements while TI,(Rn[X1, • • ·, Xc1]/Q,) has rankpc1n over Rn, we 
conclude that Rn[X 1, • • ·, Xa]/In is free of rank pan over Rn. At the 
same time we find that the above map is injective, i.e. that In= n Q,. 

Lemma 1.6. In R[X 1, • • ·, Xc1] the prime ideals containing Jn other 
than the maximal ideal are just the Qr;, Ce U, (;P"= 1. For each such C, Jn 
generates the maximal ideal in the localization of R,,. [ X1, • • ·, Xc1] at Q,. 

Proof Since Jn-:::Yin, Lemma 1,5 shows that the only primes other 
than m that can contain Jn are the Q,, Ce wc1, (;P"= 1. But such a Q, 
contains Jn if and only if the image of each (aP" - l)/(aP'- l), a e S, under 
the evaluation map F-+F(C- l) is zero. Since the evaluation map sends 
a= TI (1 +Xt)lt to TI Ci' it annihilates each (aP"-1)/(aP' -1) if and only if 
each ( TI Ci')P' :;l= 1; that is to say if and only if C is not in any Ta,,· Finally 
for any such C, Lemma 1.5 shows that In generates the maximal ideal in 
the localization of Rn [ X1, • • ·, Xc1] at Q,; the same is necessarily true of 
the larger ideal Jn. 

Remark. Take a filtration of Rn[X 1, • • ·, Xc1]/Jn whose quotients 
are cyclic with prime annihilator. It follows from Lemma 1.6 that each 
Rn[X 1, • • ·, Xc1]/Q,, Ce U, (;P"= 1, appears once as a quotient and that 
the remaining quotients are of finite length. 

Definition 1.7. Fix a finitely generated torsion A-module M such 
that the groups M/JnM are finite. Let li,n be the length of Tort(M, A/J,,.) 
and E,.(M)= I;(-Wt,n be the "Serre intersection number" of Mand A/Jn. 
(Note that the li,n are finite and vanish for i>d + I). 

Using the exact sequence of Tor we see that E,. is an additive func
tion of M in exact sequences. 

Lemma 1.8. Let Fe A be the characteristic power series of the A
module M. Then E,.(M)=E,.(A/F). 

Proof Take a filtration of M with quotients A/P 0 with P, prime. 
Then E,.(M)= I;E,,.(A/P,). Furthermore, E,.(A/F)= I;E,.(A/P,), the sum 
extending over those indices i for which Pi is principal. So it suffices to 
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show that En(A/PJ=O whenever Pi is non-principal. Now for such an i 
the sum of the Krull dimensions of A/Pi and A/Jn is <(d-l)+l<K.rull 
dimension A. The lemma on page 139 of [8] shows that the Serre inter
section number of A/Pi and A/Jn vanishes for each such P1,, 

Since Tort(A/F, A/Jn)=(O) for i> 1, Lemma 1.8 gives: 

Lemma 1.9. En(M)=l(cok F)-l(ker F) where Fdenotes the multipli
cation by Fmap A/Jn-+A/Jn. 

If we continue to let l denote length as A-module then Lemma 1.9 
tells us that En(M)=(<f,(pn))- 1(l(cok F)-l(ker F)) where F now denotes 
the multiplication by F map on Rn[X 1, · · ·, Xa]/Jn. The remark after 
Lemma 1.6 shows that En(M) is the sum of local factors (<f,(pn))-1(l(cok F) 
-l(ker F)), where F denotes the multiplication by F map on R[X,, · · ·, 
X.z]/Q, and I;; runs over all I;; e Uwith l;;P"=l. 

Theorem 1.10. Let U(n) consists of all I;; e U with l;;P"= 1, and let ord 
be the order function attached to the p-adic valuation on QP[W], normalized 
so that ordp= 1. Then i/1;; e U, F(l;;-1)*0. Furthermore E,;(M) is the 
"Iwasawa sum" 1:ceucn> ord F(l;;-1). 

Proof Rn[X 1, · · ·, X.z]/Q, identifies with Rn, and under this identi
fication the multiplication by F map corresponds to multiplication by 
F(l;;-1). Since the cokernel of this map is finite, F(l;;-1)*0. The local 
contribution to En(M) coming from I;; is then (<f,(pn))-1l(Rn/F(l;;- l)) and 
this is precisely ord F(l;;-1). 

The explicit evaluation of lwasawa sums was carried out in [5]; for 
the convenience of the reader we recall (and simplify) a portion of that 
article. There is a Noetherian topology on wain which the irreducible 
closed sets are the sets defined by d-s equations ¢,/l;;)=e 1, where the ¢,1 

are part of a basis of the free rank d ZP-module Hom(Wa, W) and the e1 

are in W. Such a set is called a "ZP-flat" of dimension s. 

Definition 1.11. If e e W, o(e) is the smallest integer n such that 
eP"= 1. Suppose that d>O and let m be an integer >O. Then I',,,, is the 
subset of wa consisting of all (1;;1, • • ·, C.z) satisfying the conditions o(l;;i) 
>m, o(C2)>o(C1)+m, · · ·, o(Ca)>o(C.z-1)+m. 

More generally suppose that A=(¢,,, · · ·, ¢,.z) is an ordered basis of 
Hom(Wa, W). We define I'(A, m) to be the set of I;; satisfying the condi
tions o(<f,i(l;;))>m, o(</>2(C))>o(<f,i(l;;))+m, · · ·· The following fundamental 
compactness theorem was proved in section 1 of [5]. Suppose that for 
each ordered basis A of Hom(Wa, W) an integer m,1>0 is given. Then 
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wa is covered by finitely many of the I'(A, mA) together with a proper 
closed subset of W a. An immediate consequence of this is: 

Lemma 1.12. Let Y be a subset of wa. Suppose that for each 
invertible TE Hom(Wa, Wa) there exists an integer m such that T(Y) n I'm 
is empty. Then Y is contained in a proper closed subset of wr1. 

Lemma 1.13. Suppose FE Rj[X 1, • • ·, Xr1] for some j and that F-=t-0. 
Let Y={C Ewa: F([;-1)=0}. Then Y is contained in a proper closed 
subset of wa. 

Proof We may assume d>O. Of all the monomials G=a· TI XJ1 
appearing in F choose the one for which ord a is as small as possible; in 
case of a tie choose that G for which ( c1, • • ·, C,z) comes first in lexico
graphic order. Choose m > 0 so large that <fi(pm) > <fi(pi). 'E,ci and pm> 
'E,ci. Suppose that C E I'm and that H is a monomial other than G ap
pearing in F. An easy calculation shows that ord H(C-1) > ord G(C-1). 
Thus ord F(i'.;-1) = ord G(i'.;-1), F([;-1)-=t- 0, and Yn I'm is empty. 
Suppose more generally that Tis an invertible element of Hom(Wa, wa). 
Then there exists an F'-=t-0 in Rj[X 1, • • ·, Xr1] such that F'(C-1)= 
F(T- 1({;)- I) for all ( in wa. Clearly F'(C-1)=0 if and only if CE T(Y). 
The argument given above, applied to F', shows that T(Y) n I'm is empty 
for some m and we invoke Lemma 1.12. 

Theorem 1.14. Let M be a finitely generated torsion A-module. Then 
it is possible to choose r and S so that if the Jn are as in Definition I. 1 then 
the groups M/JnM are finite. 

Proof ChooseF-=t-0 annihilating Mand let Y={Ce Wd:F([;-l) 
= O}. If (J E E -EP is n (I+ Xi)li and e E w then the subset of wa 
defined by a(C-l)=e is just the d-1 dimensional ZP-flat TICl'=e, and 
every d -1 dimensional ZP-flat in Wd arises from some a and e. It 
follows from Lemma 1.13 that there are finitely many ai EE -EP and 
ei E W such that Yis contained in the union of the ZP-flats a/[;- l)=ei. 
Now chooser so that each ef = 1 and let S consist of the ai. Then, in the 
notation of Definition 1.3, F([;- l)i=-0 whenever i'.; E U = Wa-U.,, T.,,. 
Now Rn[ X 1, • • ·, Xd]/Jn admits a filtration with quotients that are either 
of finite length or of the form Rn[X 1, • • ·, Xd]/Qc with CE U. Since 
F(,- 1) -=t-0, multiplication by F has co kernel and kernel of finite length 
on each quotient of the filtration, and hence on Rn[X 1, • • ·, Xd]/Jn and 
on A/Jn. Thus A/(Jn, F) is finite. Since (Jn, F) annihilates M/JnM the 
theorem follows. 
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The proof of the following result (being entirely analogous to that 
of Lemma 1.13) is left to the reader. We shall use the result to simplify 
the evaluation of Iwasawa sums carried out in [5]. 

Lemma 1.15. Suppose G e RJ[ X 1, • • ·, Xd] for some j, and that there 
is a co-efficient of G that is a unit in RJ" Let Y consist of all {; e wa for 
which either G([;- I)= 0, G([;P - I)= 0 or ord G([;P - I)=/= p ord G([;- 1 ). 
Then Y is contained in a proper closed subset of wa. 

Definition 1.16. Ya is the Q-vector space of functions spanned by 
thepax, O~a<d, and the xpax, O<a~d-1. Yj is the Q-vector space 
spanned by the pax and the xpax, O<a~d-1. 

Note that Ya-::JYj-::JYa_ 1• Furthermore iff(x) E Yj then f(x+l) 
-pa-1j'(x) is in Ya_ 1• Indeed f-+f(x+l)-pd-1j'(x) maps Yj onto 
Ya_ 1 with kernel consisting of rational multiples of p<a-iJx_ 

Definition 1.17. If Uc wa, U(n) consists of all c;; e U with (Pn= 1. 
Suppose that Fe R 1[ X 1, • • ·, Xa] for some j, and that U is a subset of wa 
such that F([;- I)=!=O for each{; e U. The "Iwasawa sum", I:(F, U, n), is 
I:,Eu<nl ord F([; - 1). Let g e Ya- We shall say that I:(F, U, n) is 
"eventually equal tog" if I:(F, U, n)=g(n) for n~O. Furthermore by 
the co-efficient of pan (or npan) in I:(F, U, n) we mean the co-efficient of 
pax ( or xpax) in g. 

Lemma 1.18. Let Y be a closed subset of wa, Y =I= wa. Then there 
are integers ci such that the cardinality of Y(n) is I:g-1 cipin for n~O. 

Proof Suppose first that Y is irreducible. We may assume without 
loss of generality that it is defined by (i=st (ls,i<d-s); then the 
cardinality of Y(n) is p'n for large n. Suppose now that Y is the union 
of two smaller closed subsets Y1 and Y2• By Noetherian induction we 
may assume the result holds for Y1, Y2 and Y1 n Y2 ; it then evidently 
holds for Y. 

Theorem 1.19. Suppose that F e R 1[ X 1, • • ·, Xa] and that U is an 
open subset of Wd such that F([;- I)=!=O for each{; e U. Then I:(F, U, n) 
is eventually equal to some f e Ya. 

Proof We argue by induction on d, the case d = 0 being trivial. 
Suppose d>O. We make the following observation. Suppose that V 
and V' are non-empty open subsets of wa such that F([;- I)=!=O for each 
{; in V and each r; in V'. Then I:(F, V, n)- I:(F, V', n) is eventually 
equal to an element of Yd-i· It suffices to establish the observation 
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when V:J V', and this amounts to showing that I:;(F, ~n V, n) is 
eventually equal to an element of Yd-i where ~= Wd- V'. We shall 
show that this in fact is true of an arbitrary closed ~ =fa Wd in Wd, argu
ing by Noetherian induction on ~- Suppose first that ~ is irreducible. 
We may assume without loss of generality that it is defined by r;i = ci, 
s+ 1~ i~d where s<d- l. Let F* be the s-variable power series obtained 
from F by substituting ci -1 for Xi whenever i > s; note that F* has co
efficients in some Rk. Projection on the first s co-ordinates identifies ~ 
with ws and ~ n V with an open subset V* of ws. Then for n large, 
I:;(F, ~ n V, n)= I:;(F*, V*, n)- by the induction hypothesis it is eventu
ally equal to an element of !/ 8 • But Y.cYd-i- Finally if~ is a union 
of two smaller closed subsets we argue as in the proof of Lemma 1.18. 

To prove the theorem we may assume U is non-empty. Then F=faO 
and we write F = rxG where a E RJ and some co-efficient of G is a unit in 
RJ. Lemma 1.18 shows that there are integers ci such that I:;(F, U, n)
I:;(G, U, n)=(ord rx)(pan_ I:;f· 1 cipin) for n)>O. So it suffices to show 
that I:;(G, U, n) is eventually equal to an element of Yj. Now let Y be 
the set of Lemma 1.15; choose finitely many ai E E-EP and ci E W such 
that Yis contained in the union of the ZP-flats ai(-l)=ci. Chooser 
so that each cf'= I. Set V*={f; E Wd; no (a;(t;- l))Pr = l} and U*= 
{( E wa: no (a;(T;- l))Pr+i= 1 }. Then for each T; E U*, G(T;-1) =fa 0, 
G((P-l)=faO and ordG((P-l)=pordG(t;-1). We wish to show that 
I:;(G, U, n) is eventually equal to an element of Yj; in light of the 
observation it suffices to prove this result for I:;(G, U*, n). 

Now (--+f;P maps Wd onto itself with fibers of cardinality pd, and the 
complete inverse image of V* is U*. Thus (--+f;P maps U*(n+ 1) onto 
V*(n) with each fiber of cardinality pa. Now 

I:;(G, U*, n+ l)= I: p- 1 ord G(f;P- 1). 
CE U*(n+l) 

It follows that I:;(G, U*, n+ 1)= pd- 1 I:;(G, V*, n). The observation now 
shows that there is an h E Yd-i such that I:;(G, U*, n+ l)-pa- 1 I:;(G, U*, n) 
=h(n) for all n?, some fixed N. Choose g in Yj such that g(x+ l)
pd-1g(x)=h(x). Modifying g by a rational multiple of p<d-l)x we may 
also assume that g(N)= I:;(G, U*, N). Then g(n)= I:;(G, U*, n) for all 
n?, N, completing the proof. 

Theorem 1.20. Suppose that F=faO is in ZP[X 1, · · ·, Xd], d?,l, and 
that U is a non-empty open subset of wa such that F(t;- I)=faO for each 
t;; E U. Then the co-efficients of pdn and np<d-l)n in J:(F, U, n) are the non
negative integers mo(F) and lo(F) described in the second paragraph of the 
introduction. 
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Proof The observation made in the course of the proof of Theorem 
1.19 shows that these co-efficients are independent of the choice of U. 
Now F= pm•G where m0 =mo(F) and the image, G, of G in A/pA is 
non-zero. Then I;(F, U, n)=mo(pdn_ I;t- 1 c;pin)+ I;(G, U, n) for n~O. 
Since the co-efficient of pdn in I;(G, U, n) is zero, (see the proof of Theorem 
1.19), the co-efficient of pdn in I;(F, U, n) is m0• At the same time we 
see that np<d-lJn has the same co-efficient in I;(F, U, n) that it does in 
I;(G, U, n). 

To evaluate this co-efficient we take a;, r, U* and V* as in the proof 
of Theorem 1.19. We may assume that no two a; generate the same ZP
submodule of E; at the same time we may assume that if a e E-EP with 
a-1 dividing G in A then a generates the same ZP-submodule of E as 
does one of the a;- Let S be the set consisting of the a; and define Ta,<> 
a e S, s e Was in definition 1.3. By our hypotheses the Ta,• are distinct 
ZP-flats. Furthermore, V*= Wd- U T,,., (a e S, sP' = 1), while U*= 
Wd- U T.,. (a e S, sP'+ 1= 1). For a e S let l. be the exponent to which 
a-1 appears in the factorization of G. Then lo(F)=lo(G)= I: la and we 
are reduced to showing that the co-efficient of np<a-iin in I;(G, U*, n) is 
I: l •. 

The proof of Theorem 1.19 shows that 

I;(G, U*, n+ 1)- pd- 1 I;(G, U*, n)= pd- 1 I;(G, V*- U*, n). 

It follows easily that the co-efficient of np<d-t)n in I;(G, U*, n) is equal to 
the co-efficient of p<d-l)n in I;(G, V*- U*, n). Now V*- U*=~n V* 
where~ is the union of the Ta,iCa e S, o(A)=r + 1). Since these Ta,• are 
distinct the co-efficient of p<d-l)n in I;(G, ~n V*, n) is just the sum of the 
co-efficients of p<d-t)n in the various I;(G, T,, 1 n V*, n), (a e S, o(A)=r+ 1). 
So if we can show that the contribution from each such pair (a, l) is 
(<jJ(pr+1))-1. l. we'll be done. 

We may assume without loss of generality that r is large and that 
a= 1 +xd, so that Ta,, consists of all t; e Wd with last co-ordinate l. Set 
G'=G(X 1, • • ·, Xd_ 1, l-1) and let V' be the image of Tu,,n V* under 
the projection map (t;i, · · ·, t;a)-(t; 1, · · ·, t;d_1). Then the co-efficient of 
p<d-i)n in I;(G, Tu,i n V*, n) is equal to the co-efficient of p<d-l)n in 
I;(G', V', n). Now V' is a non-empty open subset of wd- 1. Furthermore 
using the fact that r+l=o(A) is large we see easily that G=G(X 1, • • ·, 

Xd_ 1, l-l)=(A-l)a·H, where a is the exponent to which Xd appears in 
the factorization of G, and some co-efficient of H is a unit in Rr+i· It 
follows that the co-efficient of p<a-t)n in I;(G', V', n) is ord((A- l)a)= 
l1+xa ·(<jJ(pr+1))-1, establishing the theorem. 
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Theorem 1.21. Suppose d> 2 and let M be a finitely generated 
torsion A-module such that the groups M/JnM are finite. Let F be the 
characteristic power series of M, m 0 =mo(F) and l0 =lo(F). Then there is a 
rational J.J* such that En(M)=(m 0pn+l 0n+J.J*)p<a-1Jn+O(np<a-2Jn). 

Proof By Theorem 1. 10 there is a non-empty open subset U of wa 
such that En(M)=X(F, U, n). Now apply Theorems 1.19 and 1.20. 

§ 2. Estimates for l(M/JnM) 

Unless otherwise indicated we assume for the rest of the paper that 
no two elements of S generate the same ZP-submodule of E, and that 
d> 2. By the p-rank of a finitely generated ZP-module G we mean the 
minimal number of generators of G over ZP. (This is not to be confused 
with the ZP-rank which is the dimension of G0zp QP over QP). 

Definition 2.1. Let M be a finitely generated A-module. ri,nCM) is 
the p-rank of Tor1(M, A/Jn). 

In particular r1,nCA/p) is just the Z/p-dimension of the p-torsion 
subgroup of A/Jn. In order to bound r1,n(M) for i'?_ I and arbitrary M 
we first bound r1,n(A/p). 

Lemma 2.2. Fix an integer r > 0 and elements a1, • • ·, as and r of E, 
not in £P, Let In be the image of In in A= A/p, and J; be the ideal of A 
generated by In and the (ai- l)Pn-pr. Suppose that the ZP-submodule of E 
generated by r is not equal to the submodule generated by any ai. Then 
the cokernel of the multiplication by (r- I)Pr map J;/In-.J;/In has Z/p
dimension that is O(p<a-2Jn), and the same is true of the kernel. 

Proof We shall prove the result for the co kernel-note that co kernel 
and kernel have the same dimension. Set @=A/((r-I)Pr, TI(ai-I)Pr). 
Our hypotheses tell us that each A/(r-1, ai-1) has Krull dimension 
< d - 2; the same is therefore true of @. Now the co kernel of our map 
is an @-module that is annihilated by In and can be generated by s 

elements. Thus its Z/p-dimension is <s-dim(@/In@). Now In= 
(Xf, · · ·, Xf)::::)(X 1, • • ·, Xa)apn_ The theory of the Hilbert polynomial 
then tells us that the Z/p-dimension of @/In@ is O(p<a-2Jn). 

Lemma 2.3. Let In and Jn be the images of In and Jn in A. Then 
the Z/p-dimension of Jn/In is \S\·pr-p<d-l)n+O(p<a- 2Jn) where \S\ is the 
cardinality of S. 

Proof We argue by induction on \S\. We may assume that S = 
{a1, • • ·, a,,r}; let S*={a 1, ···,a,} and J; be the ideal generated by In and 
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the (af"-1)/(af' -1). It will suffice to show that the Z/p-dimension of 
Jn/1: is p'·p<<L-t)n+O(p<<L-2ln). Consider the multiplication by (r-l)P' 
map A/In-A/In. It is easily seen that the kernel of this map is generated 
by(!'- l)P"-P' and has Z/p-dimension equal top' -p<<L-tJn. 

Let Q::, Qn and Q~ be the kernels of the multiplication by (!"- l)P' 
map on J;/In, A/In and A/J:, and let c::, Cn and C~ be the correspond
ing cokernels. Then the exact sequence (0)----+J;/In-A/In-A/J;----+(0) 
gives rise to an exact sequence (0)-Q::-Qn-Q~-c::-cn-c~-(0). 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that the kernel and cokernel of Qn-Q~ have 
Z/p-dimensions that are O(p<<L-2Jn). The remark at the end of the last 
paragraph then tells us that the Z/p-dimension of the image of Qn in Q~ 
is p' -p<<L-tJn -t-O(p<<L-2ln), and that this image identifies with((!"- l)P"-P', 
J;)/J;- that is to say with Jn/J;. 

Theorem 2.4. 

(a) The ZP-rank of Jnfln is \S\·P'·p<<L-t)n+O(p<<L-2ln). 
(b) r1,n(A/p) is O(p<<L-2ln). 

Proof The ZP-rank of A/Jn is equal to the R .. -rank of Rn[ X1, ••• , 

Xd,]/Jn- The remark after Lemma 1.6 shows that this is the cardinality 
of U(n) where U = Wd,-X, and Xis the union of the Tu,., a e S, sP' = 1. 
Thus the Zv-rank of Jn/ In is the cardinality of X(n). Since the elements 
of S generate distinct ZP-submodules of E, the Tu,• are distinct d-1 
dimensional ZP-flats and there are precisely IS\ -p' of them. The proof of 
Lemma 1.18 shows that Tu,,(n) has cardinality p<a-iin for n~0; {a) follows 
easily. To prove (b) note that we have just shown that the ZP-rank of 
A/Jn is pd,"-\S\ ·P' -p<<L-t)n+O(p<<L-2ln). On the other hand Lemma 2.3 
shows that the Z/p-dimension of the mod p reduction, A/Jn, of A/Jn is 
also pd,n_\S\-p' -p<<L-tin+O(p<<L-2ln). Thus the dimension of the p-torsion 
subgroup of A/J,. is O(p<<L-2ln). 

The following two lemmas, whose proof uses the Frobenius functor, 
are the key to bounding the growth of r;,n(M) for a fixed i>2. They do 
not require d> 2. 

Lemma 2.5. Let N be a finitely generated A-module of Krull dimen
sion <a and I,. be the ideal of A generated by the Xf". Then the Z/p
dimension of Torf(N, A.JI,.) is O(pa"). 

Proof Let Ncni be the A-module that is N as additive group but 
with A acting via the endomorphism x-xP" of A. Torf(N, A/I,.) is just 
the i th homology group of the Koszul complex on N built from the 
multiplication by X1J" operators. As vector space over Z/p this identifies 
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with the i th homology group of the Koszul complex on N<nl built from 
the multiplication by XJ operators; that is to say with Torf(N<nl• Z/p). 
We prove that the dimension of this last space is O(p°'") by induction on 
a. By devissage we may assume that N is cyclic with prime annihilator P 
of coheight a. The case a=O is trivial. If a>O, N<1, is annihilated by P 
and has rank p°' as .A/P-module. It follows that N(I, has a filtration in 
which p°' of the quotients are isomorphic to N, and each remaining 
quotient has Krull dimension <a-I. Applying the exact functor M-. 
Mc .. , to this filtration and using the induction assumption we find that 
dim(Torf(N<n+tl• Z/p))<p°' dim(Torf(N<nl• Z/p))+cp<a-t)n for some fixed 
c. The rest is easy. 

Remark. Seibert [7] proves more precise results in a more general 
setting. 

Lemma 2.6. Let N be as in Lemma 2.5, and r be a fixed integer > 0. 
Then the Z/p-dimension ofTort(N, A/(Xf", Xt, · · ·, Xr)) is O(p°'"). 

Proof By devissage we may assume that r = 0 and that either Xa is 
not a zero-divisor on Nor that Xa annihilates N. Set A' =A/Xa. In the 
first case the group we are studying identifies with Torl'(N/XaN, 
A'/(Xf", · · ·, X~'.'..1)), while in the second case it is an extension of 
TorL(N, A/(Xf\ · · ·, X~'.'..1)) by Torf(N, A'/(Xf", · · ·, X~'.'..1)). Now 
apply Lemma 2.5 with A replaced by A'. 

Theorem 2.7. Let M be a finitely generated A-module and i an 
integer >O. 

c (a) If M has Krull dimension <d-2 and pM=(O) then rt,..CM)= 
O(p<a-2Jn). 

(b) The same estimate holds if Mis ZP-flat with characteristic power 
series 1. 

(c) The same estimate holds if Mis arbitrary, provided i> 2. 

Proof To prove (a) we need to show that the Z/p-dimension of 
Tort(M, A/Jn) is O(p<a-2ln). It suffices to prove this result with A/Jn 
replaced by A/In and by Jn/In. Now Tort(M, A/In) is the i th homology 
group of a Koszul complex on M built from the multiplication by Xr" 
operators. It follows that it identifies with Tor:(M, A/1 11) and Lemma 
2.5 with a=d-2 bounds the dimension of this space. 

Let Sn be the product of the A/(ln, ap• -1), a e S. There is a map 
of S 11 onto J 11/In whose restriction to A/(ln, aP' -1) is multiplication by 
(aPn - 1)/(aP' -1). Sn is a free ZP-module of rank \S\ ·P' -p<a-t)n; it follows 
from Theorem 2.4 that the kernel, Kn, of Sn-.Jn/In is free over Zp of 
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rank O(p<d-2Jn). To bound the dimension of Torf(M, Jn/ In) it suffices 
to bound the dimensions of TorL(M, Kn) and Torf(M, Sn). Now using 

p 
the exact sequence 0--+Kn--+Kn--+Knf PKn--+0 we find that TorL(M, Kn) 
embeds in TorL(M, Knf PKn). Since Knf PKn admits a filtration of 
O(p<d-2Jn) steps with quotients isomorphic to Z/p the length of this last 
module is O(p<d-2Jn). To conclude the proof of (a) it suffices to show 
that for each a E s the dimension of Tort(M, A/(ln, aP' -1)) is O(p<d-2)n). 
We may assume that n> r and that a= 1 +xd. Then (In, aP' -1) is 
generated by the (1 +Xi)P"-1, i <d, together with (1 +Xd)P' -1. So the 
group Tort(M, A/(In, aP' -1)) is just the i th homology group of the Koszul 
complex on M built from the operators Xf", Xt, · · · and xr. Now 
apply Lemma 2.6. 

Suppose that M satisfies the hypotheses of (b). Using the exact 

sequence 0--+M~M--+M/pM--+0 we see that the reduction mod p of 
Torf(M, A/Jn) embeds in Tort(M/pM, A/Jn). So it suffices to show that 
the Z/p-dimension of this last space is O(p<d-2,n). By the hypotheses of 
(b) M has Krull dimension <d-1. Asp is not a zero-divisor on M it 
is in no minimal prime of Ann M, and the Krull dimension of M/pM is 
<d-2. The desired bound then follows from (a). 

By devissage it suffices to prove (c) when M is cyclic with prime 
annihilator P. We may assume that P is non-principal since otherwise 
rt,nCM)=0 for i~2. Suppose first thatp e P. If M has Krull dimension 
d-1 then P=(p, g) for some g with gcj::0. Then the Tort(M, A/Jn) are 
the homology groups of the Koszul complex on A/Jn built from multipli
cation by p and by g. Thus Tort(M, A/J,,,,) vanishes for i>2 while 
Tori(M, A/Jn) is contained in the p-torsion subgroup of A/Jn and so has 
dimension that is O(p<d-2Jn). Suppose next that p e P but that M has 
Krull dimension <d-1. Then (a) gives the desired result. Finally if 
p $ P we may apply (b ). 

Definition 2.8. If Mis a finitely generated A-module then M* is the 
largest submodule of M annihilated both by a power of p and by some 
h $ (p). 

Theorem 2.9. Let M be a finitely generated torsion A-module. Sup
pose that M*=(0) and the M/JnM are finite groups. Then r1,n(M) is 
O(p<d-2)n). 

Proof There exist cyclic A-modules Mt with prime annihilators (J;,) 
and a map ¢: M--+ IT Mt whose kernel and cokernel have trivial charac
teristic power series. Then the characteristic power series of M is IT ft; 
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it follows that each MJJnMt is finite. Let K, M' and C denote the 
kernel, image and cokernel of p, so that we have exact sequences (0)-K 
-M-M'-(0) and (0)-M'-TIMt-c-(0). Then r1jM)<5:J 1.nCK) 
+r 1,nCM')~r 1,nCK)+r 2.nCC)+ :Z:::t r1,nCMt)- Since K has characteristic 
power series (1) it is annihilated by some h $ (p). Thus the p-torsion 
subgroup of Kis contained in M*. But M*=(0). So K is flat over ZP 
and Theorem 2.7 (b) shows that r1,nCK) is O(p<d-2ln). Theorem 2.7 (c) 
gives the same estimate for r2,nCC). Finally Torf(Mt, A/Jn) identifies 
with the kernel of the multiplication by J; map A/ln-A/Jn- But since 
MJJnMi which is the cokernel of this map is finite, the same is true of the 
kernel. So Torf(M 0 A/Jn) identifies with a finite subgroup of A/Jn-we 
conclude from Theorem 2.4 that r1,nCMJ is O(p<a-2ln). 

We next wish to show that the exponent of the p-power torsion 
subgroup of Torf(M, A/Jn) is O(n). Essential to this are the following 
lemmas from [5] whose proofs we repeat. The lemmas do not require 
d~2. 

Lemma2.10. SupposeFeRi[X 1, ···,Xa],F=/=-0. Then there is a 
non-empty open subset of wa on which the function (-ord F((-1) is 
bounded. 

Proof We may assume that some co-efficient of Fis a unit. Let 
Y={(E wa: F((-1)=0 or ordF((-1)>1}. Arguing as in the proof 
of Lemma 1. 13 we find that Y is contained in a proper closed subset of 
wa. 

Lemma 2.11. Suppose Fe RJ[X 1, • • ·, Xa]. Make the convention 
that ord 0=0. Then the function (-ord F((-1) is bounded on wa. 

Proof By induction on d, the case d = 0 being trivial. By Lemma 
2.10 the function (-ord F((-1) is bounded on the complement of a 
union of finitely many d-1 dimensional ZP-flats. So it suffices to show 
that (-ord F((-1) is bounded on any such ZP-flat, T. We may assume 
that Tis defined by (a=s. Set F*=F(X 1, • • -, Xa-" s-1) so that F* 
has co-efficients in some Rk. By the induction assumption (-ord F*((-1) 
is bounded on wa-1, and we conclude that (-ord F((-1) is bounded 
on T. 

Theorem 2.12. Let M be a finitely generated A-module. Then there 
is a constant c such that for each n the p-power torsion subgroup of M/JnM 
is annihilated by pdn+n+c_ 

Proof A detailed proof of a somewhat more general result is given 
in section 4 of [l]. We briefly sketch the specialization of that proof to 
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our case. In Lemma 1.5 we constructed an imbedding of 

the product extending over all ( e Wd(n). It's easy to see that the coker
nel Cn of the imbedding is annihilated by pdn. Consider the map 

The kernel of this map is a homomorphic image of Torf(M/JnM, Cn) 
and so is annihilated by pdn. 

Now let X =U,,, T,., and U= Wd-X be as in Definition 1.3. We 
make the following claims. First, if ( E X(n) then (M/JnM)®A(Rn[X 1, 
· · ·, Xd]/Q,) is annihilated by pn-r_ Second, if ( e U(n) then the p-power 
torsion subgroup of (M/JnM)®ARn[X 1, · · ·, Xd]/Q,) is annihilated by 
some pa, independent both of n and of ( e U(n). Suppose we grapt the 
claims. Then it follows from the paragraph above that the p-power 
torsion subgroup of (M/JnM)®A(Rn[X 1, · · ·, Xd]/In) is annihilated by 
pdn+n-r for large n. But as In annihilates M/JnM this tensor product 
identifies with (M/JnM)®Rn zp, a product of copies of M/JnM. 

It remains to establish the claims. The first is easy. If ( e T,,,(n) 
then (apn_ 1)/(aPr_ l) annihilates M/JnM while aP'-1 annihilates 
Rn[ X 1, · · ·, Xd]/Q,. Since the tensor product is annihilated by each of 
these elements it is annihilated by pn-r_ Suppose now that ( e U(n). As 
we have seen in Lemma 1.6, Q,-:JJn. Thus the tensor product identifies 
with M®A(Rn[X 1, · · ·, Xd]/Q,). Now choose a presentation A 8 -+A'-+ 
M-+(0) of M with matrix \Fij\, and let {H.} be the set of determinants of 
the finitely many square submatrices of \FiJ Then M®ARn[X 1, · · ·, Xd] 
/Q,J is the cokernel of a mapping (RnY-+(RnY whose matrix is \Fil(- I)\. 
It follows from this that the p-power torsion subgroup of the cokernel 
is annihilated by some non-zero H/(- I). By Lemma 2.11 all the 
ord H.((-1) are bounded by some integer a independent of a and (. 
We conclude that pa annihilates the p-power torsion subgroup of each 
M®ARn[X1, · · ·, Xd]/Q,). 

Corollary 2.13. Let M be a finitely generated A-module and i>O an 
integer. Then there is a constant c such that for each n the p-power torsion 
subgroup ofTorf(M, A/Jn) is annihilated by pdn+n+c. 

Proof For i =0 this Theorem 2.12. For i >O map a finite free 
A-module onto M with kernel K, note Torf(M, A/Jn) embeds in 
Torf-i(K, Af Jn), and argue by induction. 
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Combining the above corollary with Theorems 2.7 and 2.9 we get: 

Theorem 2.14. Let M be a finitely generated torsion A-module such 
that the M/JnM are finite. Suppose that M*=(0). Then for each i'?_ I, 
li,n(M)= O(npCd-Z)n). In particular l(M/JnM)=En(M)+O(np<d-ZJn). 

We next study what happens when the assumption M*=(0) is 
dropped. First we show that l(JnM*/InM*) is O(p<d-ZJn). 

Lemma 2.15. Let N be a A-module annihilated both by some pt and 

some h $ (p). Suppose a ES. Then there exists a GE A, with a- I not 
dividing G, such that G annihilates ((aPn - I)/(apr - I))N for large n. 

Proof Modulo p, h=.(a- l)'g where a-1 does not divide g. Set 
G=gt. Since g·(a-IY annihilates N/pN, G·(a-IY· annihilates N. 
Now (apn - I)/(aPr -1) is in the ideal (a-1, pt-r. So for n large it's in 
the ideal ((a- IY\ pt)- the lemma follows. 

Lemma 2.16. Let N be a finitely generated A-module annihilated 
both by some pt and some h $ (p). Then l(JnN/InN) is O(p<a-zin). 

Proof It suffices to show that !((In, (apn -1)/(apr - I))N/InN) is 
O(p<a-zin) for each a ES. Choose G as in Lemma 2.15 and set (!)= 

A/(G, apr - I, pt). Then m=A/(G, a- !Pr) has Krull dimension <d-2. 
The argument of Lemma 2.2 shows that l({j/Jn{j) is O(p<a-zin), and since 
/((!)/In(!))~t-l({J/ln{J), the same estimate holds for l((!)/In(!)). Now for large 
n, ((In, (aPn - I)/(apr - I))N)/InN is an {!}-module annihilated by In. Since 
the number of generators of this module is independent of n we get the 
lemma. 

Theorem 2.17. Let M be a finitely generated torsion A-module such 
that the M/JnM are finite, and let M*cM be as in Definition 2.8. Then 
l(M/JnM)=En(M)+l(M*/InM*)+O(np<d-Z)n). 

Proof Set M'=M/M*. There is an exact sequence Torf(M', A/Jn) 
--+M*/JnM*--+M/JnM--+M'/JnM'--+(0). Theorem 2.14 tells us that 
11,n(M')=O(np<a-zin) while l(M'/JnM')=En(M')+O(np<d-ZJn). Since M 
and M' have the same characteristic power series, En(M')=En(M). We 
conclude that l(M/JnM) =En(M)+l(M*/JnM*)+O(npca-ZJn); Lemma 
2.16 applied to M * completes the proof. 

To apply Theorem 2.17 we need good estimates both for En(M) and 
l(M*/InM*). The first is provided by Theorem 1.21. For the second 
we use the following deep results from (3] and [4]. 
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Theorem 2.18. Let N be a .finitely generated A-module of Krull 
dimension ~a annihilated by pt+i for some t. Then: 

(1) If a= I there is an a e p-iz such that l(N/lnN)=apn-f-o(I). 
(2) In general there is a real a such that l (N/ InN) = a pan+ 

O(p(a-l)n)). 

Remarks. For the first result see Theorems 8.1 and 8.3 of [3]; the 
precise definition of a is given in Definition 2.3 of that paper. We shall 
only need (1) in the case d=2, which allows the unpleasant calculations 
of sections 4-6 of [3] to be simplified, but the proof is still messy. 

The second result makes heavy use of the Frobenius functor; see 
Theorem 3.9 of [4]. In [4] we produce a as the limit of a Cauchy 
sequence; we do not know if it is always rational. 

Corollary 2.19. l(M*/InM*)=apca-i)n+o(pca- 2Jn) for some real a. 
When d=2, a E Z[l/p]. 

Proof Since M* is annihilated by some h $ (p), M*/pM* is a 
torsion module over A and so has Krull dimension < d - I. So the same 
is true of M*, and we may apply Theorem 2.18 with N = M* and a= 
d-1. 

§ 3. Estimates for e(Gn) and e/L/k) 

If G is a finitely generated ZP-module denote the ZP-rank of G by 
r(G) and the length of the p-power torsion subgroup of G by e(G). We 
wish to generalize Theorem 2.17 by estimating the growth of e( G n) for a 
sequence, G n, defined as follows: 

(I) Mis a finitely generated torsion A-module; for each a e S, M, 
is a submodule of M containing (aP' - I)M. 

(2) For n>r,A~=lnM+~,es((aP"-I)/(aP'-I))M,, and Gn= 
M/A~. 

Throughout we shall assume that r(Gn)=O(pca- 2Jn). We begin the 
calculation of e(Gn) by showing that for an appropriate 2 the replacement 
of each M, by M,+ p'M changes e(Gn) by at most O(npCd-2Jn). This 
requires several lemmas. 

Lemma 3.1. r(M/(M,+lnM)) is O(p<a-2Jn). 

Proof Because r(M/A~) is O(p<a-z)n) it's enough to show that 
r((M,+A~)/(M,-t-InM)) is O(p<a-2Jn). This reduces to showing that the 
Zp-rank of (M.+lnM+((Tpn_I)/(rP'-I))M,)/(M.-t-InM) is O(p(d- 2)n) 
for each Te S. We may assume F/=a. Since M;~(aP' - I)M, the 
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module we're studying is annihilated by aP' - 1 as well as by 1:P' - l and 
by In. Set @=A/(aP' -1, 1:P' -1). Since no two elements of S generate 
the same ZP-submodule of Ethe argument of Lemma 2.2 shows that the 
Z/p-dimension of @f Jn(() is O(p<a-z)n); the same estimate then holds for 
r((!)//n(!)). But the (!)/Jn(!}-module we're studying is generated by a fixed 
number of elements, independent of n. 

Lemma 3.2. The characteristic power series, g, of M/M. is trivial. 

Proof ByLemma3.l theRn-rankof(M/M.)@ARn[X 1, • • ·,Xa]/In) 
is O(p<a-z)n). Suppose that (g):;t=(l). We shall derive a contradiction by 
showing that for n>r the above Rn-rank is > p<a-tJn. Note first that 
apr - l annihilates M/M.. It follows that g factors in Rr[X 1, • • ·, Xa] 
into a product of linear factors of the form a- s with sP' = 1. Fix one 
such factor, a-s, and suppose that ( E wa(n) with a(t;-1) equal to 
this s. The characteristic power series of the Rn[X 1, • • ·, Xa]-module 
(M/M.)@ARn[X 1, • • ·, Xa] is g. Thus the prime ideal (a-s) is in the 
support of this module, and since Q,::::)(a-s) the same is true of Q,. Now 
Q,::::)Jn as well and so is in the support of (M/M.)@A(R[X 1, • • ·, Xa]/In). 
So if we take a filtration of this last module in which the quotients are 
cyclic with prime annihilator, then each Rn[ X 1, • • ·, Xa]/Q, for which 
(;Pn = 1 and a((- 1) = s occurs at least once as a quotient. Since the 
number of such ( is p<a-iJn we have the desired contradiction. 

Lemma 3.3. Choose A so large that p• annihilates the p-power torsion 
in each M/M •. Then the ZP-module (A~+p'JnM)/A~ can be generated by 
O(p<a-2)n) elements. 

Proof Set D.= p•(M/M.). Then D. is flat over ZP; by Lemma 3.2 
it has Krull dimension <d-1. So D./pD. has Krull dimension <d-2, 
and an argument familiar by now shows that D./InDa can be generated 
by O(p<a-zJn) elements as ZP-module. Now D.flnD. identifies with 
(p• M + M.)/(plfnM + M.). Thus we get a map from TI .(D ./ InD .) to 
M/A~ whose restriction to D.f InD, is induced by multiplication by 
(apn_l)/(aP'-1). The image of this map is evidently (A~+p'JnM)/A~, 
giving the lemma. 

Lemma 3.4. There is a constant c such that for each n both the 
p-power torsion subgroup of M/A~ and the p-power torsion subgroup of 
M/(A~+p'JnM) are annihilated by pan+n+c. 

Proof For M/A~ this slight generalization of Theorem 2.12 may 
be proved by a similar technique; for details see section 4 of [l]. The 
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result for M/(A~+p•JnM) follows on replacing each M. by M.+p•M; 
this has the effect of replacing A~ by A~+p·JnM. 

Theorem 3.5. Choose A as in Lemma 3.3 and set Hn = M/(A~ +P'InM). 
Then je(Gn)-e(Hn)I is O(npCa-2Jn). 

Proof Suppose we have an onto map <p: G-+ H of finitely 
generated ZP-moduJes with the following properties: the p-power torsion 
subgroups of G and H are each annihilated by pA and the kernel K of <fi 

can be generated by B elements over Zv. We claim that je(G)-e(H)I< 
AB. To see this note the exact sequence 

where t K, 1G and t H are the torsion subgroups of K, G and H. The 
sequence shows that both the kernel and cokernel of tG-+t H are annihi
lated by pA and generated by B or fewer elements over Zp, establishing 
the claim. Now apply this result to the projection map Gn-+Hn with 
kernel (A~+ p•JnM)/A~. Since Lemma 3.3 shows that this kernel can be 
generated by O(p<a-2Jn) elements, and Lemma 3.4 that both tGn and tHn 
are annihilated by pdn+n+c, the theorem follows. 

We now proceed to estimate e(Gn) with an error term no worse than 
O(np<a-2Jn). We assume in the following definition and lemmas that the 
M/JnM are finite groups-this restriction is very easy to get rid of. In 
view of Theorem 3.5 we may replace each M. by M. + p•M. So we shall 
assume that M;:::>p•Mfor some .:l.. Thenp• annihilates JnM/A~, the M/A~ 
are finite groups, and e(Gn) is just l(Gn). 

Definition 3.6. 
(1) X.=M/(aP'-l,p•)M, Y.=M./(aP'-l,p•)M. 
(2) N.=X./Y.=M/M •. 
(3) J~ is the ideal In+ p•Jn of A. 

Besides the obvious maps TiaCY./InY.)-+ I1.(X.flnX.) we have for 
each n>r a map TI.(X.flnX.)-+M/J~M whose restriction to X./InX. is 
induced by multiplication by (aPn - l)/(aP' -1). Composing, we get maps 
TI.(Y./InY.)-+M/J~M. The following observation is clear. 

Lemma 3.7. The cokernels of the maps TI(Y.flnY.)-+ TI(X.flnX.), 
TI(X./InX.)-+M/J~M, and TI(Y./lnY.)-+M/J~M identify respectively with 
TI (N.flnN.), M/JnM and M/A~. 

Lemma 3.8. Let N be a finitely generated A-module annihilated by 
(aP' - 1, p•) for some a e S. Then there is an integer a= a(N) such that 
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l(NflnN)=ap(d,-l)n+o(p<d-Z)n). In particular, l(N.flnN.)=a(N.)pCd-l)n 
+ O(pca-zin). 

Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that a= 1 +Xa.. 
Set A'=Z.,[X 1, • • ·, Xa_ 1] and let/~ be the ideal of A' generated by the 
(l+XJ)P"-I forj<d. Then Nis a finitely generated A'-module annihi
lated by p 1 : let pa be its characteristic power series as A'-module. For 
n>r, N/InN =N/I~N. We can now argue as in sections 1 and 2 with d 
replaced by d-1 to conclude that l(N/I~N)=ap<a- 1in+o(pCa- 2in). Or 
more simply we can proceed as follows. There exist cyclic A'-modules 
Nt with annihilators (pnt), :Ent=a, and maps <fa: N-. TINt, <fa*: TINt-.N 
whose cokemels C and C* are annihilated by some h $ (p). Then Cjl~C 
and C*//~C* are modules over A'J(h,p 1), a local ring of Krull dimension 
<d-2. It follows in the usual way that l(C/I~C) and l(C*/I~C*) are 
each O(pca.-2J"); and consequently that l(N/l~N) and :E l(NJI~Nt) differ 
by O(pca.-zin). But since A'JI~ is a free ZP-module of rank pca.-tJn, the 
length of Ntfl~Ni is ntpca-tJn. Now use the fact that :E n1 =a. 

Lemma 3.9. Suppose that M* = (0). Then each of the maps of 
Lemma 3.7 has kernel of length O(pCa-ZJn). 

Proof To prove the result for the first map it suffices to show that 
the length of the kernel of Y./I,.Y 0 -.X 0 /InX. is O(pCa-zJn); this is in fact 
true without the restriction M*=(O). We may assume that a= I +Xa.. 
There is an exact sequence Y.f InY.-.X.flnX.-.N.flnN,-.(0). Up to an 
error term of O(p<a-z)n) the lengths of Y./InY 0 , X./InX 0 and N 0 /InN 0 are 
given by a(Y.)pCcL-l)n, a(X.)pCcL-l)n and a(N.)p<cL-l)n. But the explicit 
description of a given in the proof of Lemma 3.8 shows that a(X.) = 
a(Y.)+a(N 0 )-the desired estimate follows. 

It remains to prove the result for the map TI(X./InX.)-.M/J~M, 
under the assumption that M * = (0). Take Sn= TI. A/(apr -1, In) as in 
the proof ofTheorem2.7. Note that TI(X 0 /lnX 0 )= TI(MJ(aPr - I, ln,P')M) 
=M®,,_(S,./p1Sn). Now the exact sequence (O)-.Kn-.Sn-.Jnfln-.(0) of 
the proof of Theorem 2. 7 yields, on reduction modulo pl, an exact 
sequence Kn/ p1Kn-.S,./p1Sn-.Jn/J~-.(O). Thus the kernel of the map 
M®,,_(S,./p1Sn)-.M®,,_(Jn/J~) is a homomorphic image of M®,,_(Kn/p 1Kn) 
and so has length that is O(p<a-zJn). Furthermore the kernel of the map 
M®,1(Jn/J~)-M/J~M is a homomorphic image of Tor1(M, A/Jn), and is 
annihilated by p. Under the assumption M*=(O), Theorem 2.9 shows 
that the length of this kernel is O(p<c1.-zin). So the length of the kernel 
of the composite map M®,,_(Snf P'Sn)-M/J~M is also O(p<a-zJn), estab
lishing the lemma. 
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Lemma 3.10. Suppose that M*=(0). Then there is an integer f3 
such that l(Gn)=l(M/JnM)+[3p<a- 1in+O(p<d- 2ln). 

Proof. By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9, l(M/A~)-l(M/JnM)- I; l(N./InN.) 
i(O(p<a-z)n). Now apply Lemma 3.8. 

Theorem 3.11. Let F be the characteristic power series of M. Suppose 
that the Gn are defined as at the beginning of this section and that r(Gn)= 
O(p<a-zin). The there is a non-empty open subset U of wa and an integer 
[3Jsuch that e(Gn)= I; (F, U, n)+l(M*flnM*)+ [3p<d-t)n + O(np<a-2in). 

Proof. We first prove the theorem under the hypothesis that the 
M/JnM are finite. Then Theorem 3.5 allows us to assume that M;::>p'M 
for some fixed integer 2. Replacing M by M' = M/ M* and each M, by 
its image in MjM*, and applying Lemma 3.10 we find that l(Mj(M*+A~)) 
=l(M'/JnM')+[3p<a-iin+O(p<a-zin) for some integer (3. If we take U as 
in Definition 1.3, then Theorems I.IO and 2.14 applied to M' tell us that 
l(M'/JnM')= I;(F, U, n) +O(np<a-ZJn). It remains to show that l(M/A~) 
=l(M/(M*+A~))+l(M*/InM*)+O(p<a-zJn). Since the cokernel of the 
map M*/InM*----+M/A~ identifies with M*/(M*+A~) it's enough to show 
that the length of the kernel is O(p<a-2Jn). As M/A~ maps onto M/JnM 
it suffices to prove this result for the kernel of M*/InM*----+M/JnM. But 
this last map factors through M*/JnM*. Since the kernel of M*/JnM* 
----+M/JnM is a homomorphic image of Torf(M/M*, A/Jn), and is annihi
lated by a fixed power of p, Theorem 2.9 shows that its length is 
O(p<a-zin). Finally we see from Lemma 2.16 that the length of the 
kernel of M*/InM*----+M*/JnM* is also O(p<a-zin). 

We now show how to remove the assumption that the M/JnM are 
finite. In view of Theorem 1.14 we can find an r'>r and an S'~S so 
that if we use r' and S' to define ideals J~, n?::_r', as in Definition I.I 
then the M/J~M are finite. For each a e S' we define a submodule M; 
of Mas follows. If a e S, M;=((aP'' -1)/(aP' - l))M,; while if a$ S then 
M;=(aP'' - l)M. Then for n?::_r' the A~ defined from r', S' and the 
M; is the same as the A~ defined from r, S, and the M.. So e(Gn) is 
unchanged when r, Sand M, are replaced by r', S' and M;, and we may 
apply the result of the last paragraph. 

Using Theorems 1.19 and 1.20 to estimate I: (F, U, n) and Corollary 
2.19 to handle l(M*/InM*) we get: 

Theorem 3.12. Situation as in as in Theorem 3.11. Let m 0 = mo(F) 
and l0 =lo(F). Then there is a real number a* such that e(Gn)=m 0pan+ 
/ 0np<a-tin+a*p<d-t)n+O(np<a-zin). If either M*=(0) or d=2 then a* is 
rational. 
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We now use the method of [1] to deduce the number-theoretic results 
of the introduction from Theorem 3.12. Namely let L/k be a Z~-exten
sion with d>2, let ML be the maximal unramified abelian pro-p extension 
of L and set X =G(ML/L). Then the free rank d ZP-module G(L/k) 
acts on X by conjugation. Let A and E be as in section 1 and fix an 
isomorphism between G(L/k) and E. Then E acts on X and we may use 
this action to make X into a A-module, the "Greenberg-Iwasawa" 
module of L/k. As in the case d = I, treated by Iwasawa, Xis finitely 
generated and torsion over A, and one can essentially recover the Galois 
group of the maximal unramified abelian p-extension of kn, and hence 
en(L/k), from X together with its A-module structure. 

To be precise, the following result is proved in Theorems 5.11 and 
5.12 of [1]. There is an integer r>0 and a finite set of pairs (-ri, Mi), 
-ri E E-EP, Mi a A-submodule of X, such that if we set A~=lnX + 
~i((-rf-1)/(-rf-l))Mi then the r(X/A~)) are bounded and \en(L/k)
e(X/A~)\=O(n). Now without changing the A~ we may assume that 
Mi::J(-rf-l)X and that the -ri generate distinct ZP-submodules of E. 
But we are now in precisely the algebraic situation treated in this section, 
and Theorem 3.12 gives: 

Theorem 3.13. Let L/k be a Z~-extension of a number field, d>2, X 
the Greenberg-Iwasawa module of the extension, and F the characteristic 
power series of X. Set m0 =mo(F), l0 =lo(F). Then there is a real number 
a* such that en(L/k)=(moPn+ton+a*)pCd-l)n+o(npCd- 2)n). When d=2, 
a* is rational. 
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